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Push your limits, then leave them 
behind — the RXD250 is designed 
with the drone racer in mind!

From the Experts:
It’s stripped down, lightweight, and made from 
high-impact foam and carbon fiber. That makes the 
RXD250 the perfect drone for getting into racing, 
because you can cut close to every obstacle to find 
the shortest, scariest route on the course. And if 
you crash? No problem — the RXD250 comes back 
for more!

Long story short...

RACE AT THE ABSOLUTE EDGE

RISE0250 RXD250 Extreme Durability Race Drone Rx-R
Diagonal Size: 9.8 in (250 mm)
Weight (minus battery & FPV): 10.6 oz (300 g)
Requires: 5-channel radio system, 3S 1500-1800mAh 
LiPo battery, LiPo balancing charger

™

 ❚ RXD stands for RISE Extreme Durability

 ❚ Rugged frame constructed using a premium foam/carbon 
composite is designed to fly fast and withstand crashes

 ❚ Receiver-Ready: just add your battery, receiver and start flying
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Extreme Durability Race Drone

The RXD250 is tough, sleek...
and not for the meek!

Fly the RXD250 even in low-light conditions — 
bright LED lights make it easy.

The CC3D controller with LibrePilot comes 
pre-programmed, perfect right out of the box.

Install a compatible camera on the included 
mount for an exciting First Person View  
perspective!
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FUTK3200 or FUTK3201

3PV 3-Channel Surface System 

®

FUTK3200  3PV w/R304SB Rx Telemetry Version
FUTK3201  3PV w/R203GF Rx Non-telemetry Version

 ❚ FHSS/S-FHSS/T-FHSS* protocols

 ❚ 10-model memory

 ❚ Model Name and Reset

 ❚ Low Battery Alarm

 ❚ Steering, Throttle and Sub trims

 ❚ Steering Dual Rates

 ❚ Steering, Throttle and Channel 3 & 4 
End Point Adjustment

 ❚ 4WS/Brake Mixing

 ❚ Steering, Throttle and Channel 3 & 4 
Servo Reversing

 ❚ Steering and Throttle Exponential

 ❚ Throttle Fail Safe

 ❚ Auto Power-off after 10 minutes

 *T-FHSS available only with 3PV w/R304SB receiver (FUTK3200)

Here are just some of the features 
the 3PV has to offer:

™™
™

Precise, reliable 2.4GHz control is yours 
with the versatile, value-packed 3PV surface 
system.

From the Experts:
Hold the 3PV in your hand, and instantly feel how 
lightweight it is. Access the programming menu on the 
easy-to-read screen, and see how sophisticated it is. 
Experience the 3PV’s super-fast response rate, and realize 
that you’re in command of the system that can make a real 
difference on race day. All this and much more comes at a 
surprisingly affordable price, with an R304SB receiver for 
telemetry functions, or with an R203GF receiver. 

Long story short...

THIS SUPER-FAST SYSTEM IS 
A SUPER VALUE
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TOP-OF-THE-LINE TECHNOLOGY,    
OPTIMIZED FOR TELEMETRY

With input from the 2015 F3A World 
Champion, the 18MZ WC promises to be one 
of the most acclaimed radio systems Futaba 
has ever developed.

From the Experts:
Its performance features are every bit as sophisticated as its 
looks — which means the 18MZ WC radio system is nothing 
short of truly remarkable. It has virtually every function you 
can imagine, plus the advantages of telemetry. And with 
its unparalleled setup options and impressive number of 
mixes, this radio will be your own personal partner in R/C 
flying success.

Long story short...

®

FUTK9540 or FUTK9541

®

™
™ ™

18-Channel 2.4GHz Radio System w/R7008SB

FUTK9540  18MZA World Championship Edition  
 Radio System w/R7008SB-Air

FUTK9541  18MZH World Championship Edition  
 Radio System w/R7008SB-Heli

 ❚ Designed in collaboration with Christophe 
Paysant Le-Roux, who used a Futaba 18MZ radio 
to win the 2015 F3A World Championships 

 ❚ Take full advantage of Futaba’s latest telemetry 
sensors with the 18MZ WC’s updated software

 ❚ Supports many telemetry functions, including 
rpm, temperature, voltage, altitude and GPS

 ❚ Internal hardware has also been updated to be 
compatible with T-FHSS protocol and all Futaba 
T-FHSS receivers

 ❚ Take pics of your aircraft with the built-in camera 
to show on the transmitter screen

 ❚ Data and graphics show up sharp and easy to 
read on the 6” full-color touch screen 

 ❚ Update and program S.Bus servos using the built-
in S.Bus port 

 ❚ Also included is a 3500mAh LiPo Tx battery, 
memory card slot, tool kit, neck strap and 
transmitter case

 ❚ Both airplane and heli versions feature a gleaming 
black chrome finish, and come with an R7008SB 
receiver
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Tech Support  217-398-8970

®

AXIC9068 - Yeti™ Score® Trophy Truck®

Length: 23” (583mm)
Width: 12” (305mm)
Height: 8.3” (210mm)
Wheelbase: 14.2” (360mm)
Ground Clearance: 1.7” (43mm)
Weight: 6.65lbs (3kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

Hi-Lo transmission with all metal internal gears

Independent front suspension and rear AR60 OCP-Axle™

Aluminum lower link plates for added durability

Officially licensed 2.2 BFGoodrich® Baja  T/A® KR2 tires

Officially licensed 2.2/3.0 Method 105 Wheels

Integrated long travel rear sway bar

Heavy duty bevel gear set made from high grade steel

WB8 HD Wild Boar™ rear driveshaft

King adjustable aluminum shocks

Now in kit form, the Yeti™ SCORE® Trophy Truck® is a purposely 
engineered desert truck with a solid rear axle and independent front 
suspension. Make no bones about it, this is not a short course truck 
nor is it designed for the sugar coated and manicured racetracks of 
R/C. This Trophy Truck is designed for the roughest of conditions and 
REAL DIRT. We beg for the dirt and rocks to be brought back to off-
road! There are reasons why full size Trophy Trucks feature the four link 
suspension design; durability, capability, and improved forward bite 
without sacrificing suspension travel. Full-size Trophy Trucks inspired 
the distinct aesthetic and technical elements of this truck, right down 
to the solid rear axle. The retro inspired body features design queues 
from a 1960’s era roof-line, classic 1970’s wheel arches and glass 
shapes from the 1980’s.

Everyone dreams of driving a trophy truck!
We bring dreams to reality, just in scale form.
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With the style of a luxury yacht, the hull 
of a racing champion and a Tactic TTX410 
radio, the Vela One Meter sailboat can be any 
modeler’s dreamboat. 

From the Experts:
It’s easy enough for beginners — but the Vela 1M Sailboat 
is also designed to be a worthy competitor as well. With its 
brilliant colors and a total height of over 6-1/2 feet, this boat 
commands attention on any lake or pond. Final assembly is 
simple and straightforward, and the Tactic 410 radio system is 
a performance bonus.

Long story short...

™

The TTX410 offers 4-channel versatility 
with the ease of 2-stick control. 
Other great features include servo 
reversing, digital trims and quad 
bearing gimbals. Includes a full-range 
TR325 receiver with internal antenna 
and an unbreakable Tx-Rx link.

DESIGNED FOR PLEASURE 
AND PRESTIGE

 ❚ Dominate all of the other boats with the Vela 1M’s 
impressive dimensions!

 ❚ With its quality construction and attention to detail, 
no one will believe this boat can be ready to sail in 
under an hour

 ❚ A generously sized rudder offers responsive handling, 
and the ability to make turns in little more than the 
length of its hull

 ❚ Removing the keel for transportation is as easy as 
turning one thumb nut

 ❚ Move sails with authority — the high-torque sail 
winch servo delivers 153 ounce-inches of torque at 6V

AQUB0201 Vela 1M Racing Sailboat 
RTR w/TTX410
Hull Length: 40 in (1016 mm)
Beam: 6.5 in (165 mm)
Height: 79 in (2006 mm)
RTR Weight: 6 lb (2.72 kg)
Requires: (4) “AA” batteries

Now with Tactic 
TTX410 radio!

®

™

Ready-To-Run Racing Sailboat
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A TTX300 radio takes the Mini Wildcat EP 
Catamaran to a new level!

From the Experts:
Newcomers and hard-wired hobbyists alike will enjoy 
exciting action with the Mini Wildcat. It’s sized right for small 
lakes or ponds, and sure to be a neighborhood favorite with 
its low noise output. Plus, this little cat is now controlled by a 
Tactic TTX300 radio!

Long story short...

AQUB47** Mini Wildcat Catamaran 
RTR w/TTX300
Length: 14.75 in (375 mm)
Beam: 5 in (127 mm)
RTR Weight: 16.9 oz (479 g)
Requires: (4) “AA” batteries

Now with Tactic 
TTX300 radio!

™

The TTX300 delivers reliable, interference-free control — 
along with great features such as steering and throttle 
reverse and trims, steering rates, two-button control of 
the 3rd channel and a 2-in-1 receiver/ESC unit.

®

THIS MINI CAT IS READY 
TO POUNCE!

 ❚ Dual water-cooled motors deliver eye-
catching speed

 ❚ Handling is as impressive as its 
performance, thanks to the mini wedge 
rudder between the twin props

 ❚ Underwater obstacles won’t tame this 
cat — the rudder swings up to avoid 
damage and immediately snaps back 
into place

 ❚ Swap out batteries quick and easy 
with easy-access hatches

 ❚ Watertight seals keep your on-board 
gear high and dry

Ready-To-Run Catamaran

™
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The RC8T3e incorporates all of the elite 
engineering of the RC8B3, RC8B3e and 
RC8T3 to complete a winning lineup of 
1/8 scale off-road warriors!

Long story short...

TEAM ASSOCIATED’S RC8T3 
GOES ELECTRIC

®

80918 ASCD0918 RC8T3e 1/8 Scale  
4WD Electric Team Truggy Kit
Length: 22 in (560 mm)
Width: *
Weight: *
Wheelbase: 14.8-15.0 in (376.5-381.5 mm)
*Actual width and weight will vary depending on the 
electronics, wheels and tires used in the finished kit.

 ❚ Uses the same 7075-T6 aluminum chassis as the 
RC8T3, specifically designed for brushless power 
with optimized weight distribution for superior 
handling

 ❚ Enjoy improved performance and longer life with 
new V2 diffs

 ❚ Gearboxes feature a 4.6:1 internal gear ratio 
with fast access for quick removal, tuning and 
maintenance

 ❚ Six universal drive shafts deliver efficient 
drivetrain power

 ❚ Step over bumps and rough surfaces with 16 mm 
“Big Bore” threaded shocks

 ❚ Fine-tuning the shock mounting and upper arm 
positions is a breeze with 7075-T6 aluminum 
shock towers front and rear

 ❚ The two-piece sliding motor mount offers easy 
gear mesh adjustment and motor removal

 ❚ Lightweight one-piece wing mounts give you 
more wing adjustment options

 ❚ Multi-class racers: the RC8T3e shares over 90% 
parts compatibility with the RC8T3 nitro buggy!
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Turn your backyard into your own car-
crunching, ramp-flying arena with the 
RIVAL 4WD Brushless Monster Truck!

Long story short...
®

Take the guesswork out of which battery and 
charger to use with your RIVAL monster truck. 
ASCD0512 includes two top-quality Reedy LiPo 
batteries and a compatible Reedy charger.

The LiPo Combo adds convenience!

CRUSH THE COMPETITION 
WITH UNRIVALLED POWER!

 ❚ Roll over anything in your path with super-long 
travel independent suspension, managed by eight 
fluid-filled, adjustable coilover shocks

 ❚ Grip the ground securely with the aggressive tread 
on the giant monster truck tires

 ❚ Three sealed gear diffs transfer four-wheel drive 
power through steel CVA driveshafts to both ends

 ❚ A tough 4 mm steel wire roll bar protects the body 
and chassis during roll-overs and tumbles

 ❚ Durable bumpers front and rear effectively absorb 
impacts

 ❚ The battery tray holds two 6-cell NiCd/NiMH or 
two 2S LiPo battery packs

20511 ASCD0511 RIVAL 1/8 Scale 4WD 
Brushless Monster Truck RTR

20511C ASCD0512 RIVAL 1/8 Scale 4WD 
Brushless Monster Truck RTR LiPo Combo
Length: 23.4 in (595 mm)
Width: 18 in (450 mm)
Weight: 13.3 lb (5990 g)
Wheelbase: 15.5 in (394 mm)
20511 Requires: (2) 6-cell NiMH or (2) 2S LiPo 
batteries, charger, (6) “AA” batteries
20511C Requires: (6) “AA” batteries

ASCD0511 ASCD0512
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Visit your hobby retailer to see all of Duratrax’s 
newest difference-making tires!

Long story short...

Drop the R21 Shimo Edition engine into your 
8th scale on-roader, and benefit from the input 
of one of R/C’s top drivers!

Long story short...

May 2016   ❘   

NEWPRODUCT

EQUIP YOUR RIDE WITH DURATRAX’S NEWEST

PROVEN POWER AND PERFORMANCE

Tires & Wheels

R21 Shimo Edition 1/8 Scale Engine w/T-2080SC Pipe

OSMG2049 R21 Shimo Edition 1/8 Scale 
Engine w/T-2080SC Pipe
Displacement: 0.213 in3 (3.49 cc)
Bore: 0.633 in (16.08 mm)
Stroke: 0.677 in (17.20 mm)
Output: 2.76 hp (2.8 ps) @ 33,000 rpm
Practical RPM Range: 4,000-45,000
Weight: 11.99 oz (340 g)

 ❚ Replicates the exact specs used by Takaaki Shimo to claim 
2nd place at the 2015 IFMAR 1/8 Scale On-Road World 
Championships in Brazil

 ❚ A special gasket combination boosts top speed while also 
improving mid-range torque

 ❚ Enjoy better handling, with a cylinder head that’s 3mm lower

 ❚ The T-2080SC muffler is the perfect power partner for this 
engine, and is hand-made at Shimo’s factory

 ❚ Scale/crawler fans have several new CR options — 
including the Scaler, Deep Woods, Approach and 
Showdown — available in C3 compound, tires only or 
mounted on new 1.9” or 2.2” wheels

 ❚ The Punch SC* delivers excellent traction for short 
course trucks and buggies

 ❚ Tame dirt ovals as well as smooth pavement with the 
modified tread design of the Bandito SC-M**

 ❚ New 1/8 buggy spoked wheels available separately 
in black or black chrome, or mounted with Lockup or 
Bandito tires

 ❚ Many are available in C2 or C3 compounds, as tires 
only or mounted on wheels

 *C2 compound only. **Unmounted only.

®

®

DTXC4038

DTXC4027
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Duratrax® Body Clips (20) w/Rubber Pull Tabs (12)
Accessing your car’s components just got easier!

Futaba® S9177SV Programmable High Voltage Servo
Super strength for big-time performance!

RC4WD 1/18 Scale Gelände II Defender D90 4WD RTR
Go off the grid with style and strength in a smaller size!

 ❚ Rubber pull tabs are included with these body clips that provide a 
better grip for removal, especially in tight places

 ❚ Clips are made of steel, with a black finish

 ❚ Choose from two sizes of clips, for 1/10 scale and 1/8 scale

 ❚ Pilots of Giant Scale planes, jets and warbirds rejoice!

 ❚ High voltage capability and a 569.49 oz-in torque rating @ 7.4V make 
this servo ideal for large flaps

 ❚ Mount it on 3D aerobatic aircraft for executing high surface throws

 ❚ S.Bus- and S.Bus2-compatible, with a metal gear, metal case and dual 
bearings

 ❚ Specifications: 1.6 x .83 x 1.5 in (41 x 21 x 37 mm); Weight: 2.6 oz (74 g)

 ❚ Visit Futaba S-Link for free program software updates:  
http://www.futabarc.com/software-updates.html

 ❚ Get ready for big-time performance from this 1/18 scale 
adventure-mobile!

 ❚ Check out the cherry detail on the Defender body, including scale 
mirrors, door handles, vents and grill

 ❚ The machined billet aluminum ladder frame chassis stands up to 
hard knocks

 ❚ A double triangulated 4-link suspension, dual spring oil shocks 
and 1.0” Dirt Grabber all-terrain tires keep you in control during 
extreme off-roading

 ❚ Power comes from a micro motor, 2-in-1 micro ESC/receiver and 
R5 1/24 mini cast transmission

FUTM0218
S9177SV S.Bus High 
Torque Servo

Z-RTR0026    RC4C0026
RC4WD 1/18 Scale Gelände II 
Defender D90 4WD RTR

DTXC2650  1/10 Scale Body Clips (20) w/Rubber Pull Tabs (12)
DTXC2651  1/8 Scale Body Clips (20) w/Rubber Pull Tabs (12)DTXC2650
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Products for everyone!

Master your multi-rotor aircraft...
on RealFlight
If piloting a drone appeals to you, let the RealFlight 
Drone Simulator show you everything you need 
to know. From basic hovering to becoming an 
accomplished aerial photographer, the “stick time” 
you put in on RealFlight will pay off big-time when 
you’re ready to take your real model up.
GPMZ4800

If you can’t bear the thought of crashing your R/C 
aircraft, do what tens of thousands of modelers have 
done: learn the basics of flying BEFORE you head out 
to the field, with RealFlight. Your PC offers “fly anytime” 

convenience, and RealFlight makes flight training easy 
and fun. By the time you take your bird up for the first 
time, you’ll have friends and fellow pilots convinced 
you’re a seasoned pro! 

“All I can say is Wow! All of the other sims I 
bought before RealFlight are gathering dust, 
because RealFlight blows them out of the water. 
It’s the only sim you will ever need.” 
 — Kris Cartwright

“I’ve been flying R/C planes since the late seventies 
and have lived through all the changes in technology, 
and nothing matches RealFlight. It allows a new pilot 
a way to safely and cheaply learn how to fly. And old 
pros like me can fly planes we would never get to fly 
otherwise.” 
 — Kenneth Dougherty

“I bought my first heli last year, and spent a lot of time 
fixing it each time I flew it. After investing in RealFlight, 
I improved a lot. Not only do I not crash anymore, I can 
also perform daring moves. I love my RealFlight and 
spend my free time just practicing with it.” 
 — Tito Sarmiento

“After using RealFlight for six months, I went out to the 
field for the first time with a 60-size Cessna 182. The 
instructor could not believe his eyes when, without any 
assistance from him, I took off, flew a few circuits and 
landed perfectly. Thank you, RealFlight, your product is 
exactly like the real thing.” 
 — Nick Loukas

Here are real testimonials from RealFlight users:

THERE’S AN RF7.5 SIMULATOR FOR EVERY APPLICATION!

®

Youngsters try their hand at 
RealFlight RF7.5 at a recent R/C event.

InterLink® Elite Controller Edition 
- GPMZ4520

Wireless SLT™ Transmitter Interface Edition 
- GPMZ4524

Transmitter Interface Edition 
- GPMZ4525

Tactic® TTX610 Tx-R™ Radio Edition 
- GPMZ4526

TAKE THE FEAR OUT OF 
LEARNING TO FLY
Hone your skills on RealFlight, where 
crashes have no consequences.

®
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Products for everyone!

GET IT ALL – WITH THE XPLORER V
® You could call it “The Cadillac of Quadcopters”, 

because the Xiro Xplorer V cuts no corners 
when it comes to innovation, and it comes 
complete with all the goodies that drone 
enthusiasts are looking for. When you add it all 
up, you’ll agree that the Xplorer V really is an 
incredible value in drone technology.

In addition to the drone itself, you’ll also get a Wi-Fi 
capable 5.8GHz transceiver with smartphone holder, 
two 3S 5200mAh “Smart” LiPo batteries, intelligent 
chargers, extra blades, tools and more. 

The Xplorer RTF lets you equip your 
drone with your choice of camera 
and gimbal. The Xplorer G includes 
a gimbal that works well with GoPro 
Hero 3 or 4 cameras (sold separately). 
Plus, the Xplorer V is also available 
with just one “Smart” LiPo battery — a 
savings of $100 over the “V” version 
that comes with two!

 ❚ A totally modular design, in which the gimbal and 
battery snap on and off, with no tools required

 ❚ Pre-program the Xplorer V to fly to and shoot video 
at up to 16 locations with the Waypoints system

 ❚ Wi-Fi® capable, 5.8GHz transceiver with holder for 
iOS or Android™ smartphone

 ❚ The advanced camera offers greater field-of-vision 
adjustability (including cool panoramic views), for 
more professional-looking pics

 ❚ Not one, but TWO GPS Auto-Pilot sensors, for less 
chance of a fly-away

 ❚ Position and Altitude Hold & Hovering makes flying 
that much easier

 ❚ Activate the Takeoff/Landing and Return to Home 
functions with just one button

 ❚ Three automatic fail-safes for additional peace of 
mind

 ❚ 3 skill settings: Beginner, Amateur and Professional

XIRE0300 Xplorer V Drone w/Camera  
& Gimbal
Diagonal dimension: 350 mm (13.7 in)
Requires: app

What you see is what you get!

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple, Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a 
service mark of Apple, Inc. Android™ and Google Play are 
trademarks of Google Inc. iOS is a trademark or registered 
trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries.

XIRE0100  Xplorer –Standard Edition
XIRE0200  Xplorer G Drone w/Gimbal
XIRE0301  Xplorer V w/Camera & Gimbal-1 3S  
 5200mAh LiPo Battery
XIRE0100 requires: camera, gimbal, app
XIRE0200 requires: GoPro Hero 3 or 4 camera, app
XIRE0301 requires: app

www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Don’t need every 
bell and whistle? 
You have options.

The experts have 
spoken, and here’s 
what they’re saying:

“Flying the Xiro is sheer joy.” 
 — Jason Cole, RC Groups

“Best camera drone for your money.” 
 — TheRcSaylors

“I can’t think of anything I’d change 
about the flying characteristics of the 
Xplorer.” 
 — Terry Dunn, Tested.com

Bright LEDs aid in orientation.

The landing gear folds for 
easy transportation.

 Use the smartphone holder 
to turn your controller into 
an FPV monitor.
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Products for everyone!

®

If you’re a newbie drone pilot, the Verso is perhaps 
the most fun you can have starting out. If you’re 
wanting a platform for shooting video with your 
smartphone, the Vista FPV has you covered. What 
do they have in common? They’re both made by 
Dromida, so you know they’re quality-built and 
designed to deliver. Choose the one that appeals 
to you, and begin your flying adventures today!

A new dimension to 
affordable drone flight

DroneView 
Mobile App

FROM FLIPPING TO FPV, THERE’S    A DROMIDA DRONE FOR THAT

Ready-To-Fly Inversion UAV Drone

›    Push the Invert/Flip button once to fly or land 
inverted, twice to bring the Verso upright 
again.

› Advanced Flight Assistance Technology  
 eliminates control reversal issues that  
 can make inverted flying confusing

› Fly within your comfort zone: three  
 selectable flight modes match up to your  
 particular skill level

› The 3.7V 350mAh LiPo battery provides  
 5+ minutes of flight on a full charge

› Tough enough to take the routine  
 dings that indoor flying dishes out

› A great drone for beginners and pros alike,  
 at a super-low price

›  No separate viewscreen or expensive headset  
 required — just your smartphone and the  
 DroneView app

›  The Tactic DroneView digital HD FPV camera’s  
 anti-vibration mount means sharp video and  
 crisp photos

›  Store photos and video on the 4GB micro  
 memory card, or download data directly  
 via WiFi

›  The included smartphone holder positions  
 your smartphone at the optimum viewing  
 angle, leaving both hands free for precise  
 control

›  Fly with confidence in one of four flight  
 modes: easy, normal, advanced and expert

›  A three-axis gyro and three accelerometers  
 provide superior stability

›  Use the auto-flip button to show off your  
 pro-style piloting skills*

›  LED lights aid in tracking and orientation

*with camera removed

DIDE10** Verso Inversion UAV Drone RTF
Diagonal dimension: 110 mm (4.3 in)
Weight: 34 g (1.19 oz)
Requires: nothing!

™

Ready-To-Fly 251 mm First Person View Drone

www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

DIDE04** Vista FPV UAV Drone RTF
Diagonal: 251 mm (9.8 in) 
Weight: 136 g (4.79 oz) 
Requires: Android or Apple device and 
DroneView app (downloadable for free 
from Google Play Store or App Store) 

Both drones feature:

A complete camera 
drone that’s way cool

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple, Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a 
service mark of Apple, Inc. Android™ and Google Play are 
trademarks of Google Inc.
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FEATUREDMANUFACTURER FEATUREDMANUFACTURER

Products for everyone!

®

Don’t let the 1/18 scale dimensions fool you: Dromida Speed 
4WD vehicles are built to take on whatever Mother Nature can 
throw at them — and come back for more! Dirt, mud, snow, 
rain...no elements can stop them from delivering exciting 
bashing and racing action. And besides being tough enough 
for outdoor adventure, they’re small enough to enjoy in a 
basement or on a garage floor. Brushless power and 4WD 
ramps up the fun potential of these sturdy rides — get yours 
today and put it through its paces!

 ❚ Easy to drive for beginners

 ❚ Loads of fun for advanced drivers too

 ❚ Fully adjustable independent suspension

 ❚ Separate ESC, receiver and servo

 ❚ Big Bore oil shocks

 ❚ Shock towers with multiple mounting points

 ❚ High-traction tires with foam inserts

 ❚ Gear differentials

 ❚ 6V, 1300mAh NiMH rechargeable battery for 
extra-long run times

 ❚ AC wall charger & charge monitor

 ❚ Factory painted body with factory-applied 
decals

 ❚ Five different models to choose from

THEY’RE SMALL...BUT  THEY’RE SAVVY!

DIDC0051  SC4.18BL 4WD Short Course Truck RTR
DIDC0052  MT4.18BL 4WD Monster Truck RTR
DIDC0053  BX4.18BL 4WD Buggy RTR
DIDC0055  DB4.18BL 4WD Desert Buggy RTR w/LEDs
DIDC0056  DT4.18BL 4WD Desert Truck RTR w/LEDs

Choose from 5 distinct designs, including a buggy, short 
course truck, monster truck — and a desert-styled 
buggy and truck, both equipped with working LEDs!
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THE PROOF IS ON THE PODIUM
Team Durango’s newest buggies haven’t wasted any 
time imposing their will upon the competition, with 
impressive showings at several prestigious racing 
events since they were introduced. North American 
Team Durango drivers JP Richards and Travis Amezcua 

are finding that the DEX410v5, DEX210v3 and DEX210F 
are engineered to excel on a variety of track surfaces — 
and these rugged off-road warriors are ready to power 
you to consistently high podium finishes as well.

FEATUREDMANUFACTURER FEATUREDMANUFACTURER
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2016 JConcepts Winter Indoor Nationals – 
1st Place/DEX410v5, 2nd Place/DEX210v3
2016 CRCRC Midwest Championships – 
3rd Place/DEX210v3
2016 Motorama – 3rd Place/DEX410v5,  
3rd Place/DEX210v3

2015 NEIC – TQ and 1st Place/DEX210F, 
TQ and 1st Place/DEX410v5
Rumble in the Rockies – 3rd Place, 
DEX410v5, 4th Place/DEX210v3
CRCRC – 4th Place/DEX210v3,  
4th Place/DEX410v5

See all of the game-changing advancements these 
buggies have to offer at team-durango.com!

1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Buggy Kit
Enjoy smoother power delivery and better 
traction with the DEX410v5’s center differential 
with adjustable slipper clutch.

Length: 16 in (407 mm)
TDRC0124

1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Buggy Kit
Adds many more performance upgrades that 
complement the DEX210’s patented rear and 
mid, 4- and 3-gear layout options.

Length: 14.5 in (368 mm)
TDRC0012

1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Front-
Motor Buggy Kit
Pushing the motor forward and lowering the 
CG allows the DEX210F to stick to today’s high-
grip track surfaces like glue.

Length: 15.75 in (400 mm)
TDRC0015

JP Richards
Travis Amezcua

JP RICHARDS SETS 
THE PACE 

TRAVIS AMEZCUA KEEPS 
ON WINNING

“I am super excited to be joining Team Durango for 
the 2016 racing season. Their products have been 
proven on a national and world level, and I look 
forward to continuing that heritage.”
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™

Introducing. . .

youtube.com/hobbico

Crazy stunts
Workshop tours

Raw, uncut performance video 
RC expert commentary

Tips and tutorials

It’s about time our hobby had a home base for all things RC.  
KEEP IT RC is just that — a community video hub for everything 

RC. Join your customers and tune in every day for the 
industry’s freshest content.

KEEP IT RC is your  
daily video fix.

.com
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Whether you’re looking for real-deal 
cool scale looks or the highest-flying 
sky piercer around, Estes has you 
covered with these new kits!

Long story short...

Tech Support  217-398-8970

®

Nike Smoke™
Scale and swift 
Length: 22.9 in (58.2 cm)
Diameter: 1.64 in (42 mm)
Weight: 2.6 oz (73.7 g)
Max. Altitude: 650 ft (198 m)
Recommended Engines: B6-4, C6-5
Requires: launch system, engines, 
starters, recovery wadding, paint  
and glue
ESTT7247

Super Nova™ 2-stage rocket 
with booster
Legendary liftoffs 
Length: 27.5 in (69.8 cm)
Diameter: .98 in (24 mm)
Weight: 2 oz (57 g)
Max. Altitude: 1500 ft (457 m)
Recommended Engines: Rocket--A8-5, 
B6-6, C6-7 Booster engines B6-0, C6-0.
Requires: launch system, engines, 
starters, recovery wadding, paint  
and glue 
ESTT7248

More advanced kits with laser-cut wood 
fins and parts, unfinished body tubes, 
detailed designs and plastic nose cones. 
Requires moderate skills in rocket 
construction and finishing – assembly 
may take a few days.

Slightly more advanced kits, requiring 
beginner building skills. Skill Level 2 
rockets feature unique designs that may 
include multi-stage, payload and scale 
models which add to the excitement.

MAKE YOUR SUMMER SOAR!   

From the Experts:
Skill level two and three rockets up the ante. These slightly 
more involved kits deliver exponentially in terms of looks 
and performance.
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1/25 ’69 CHEVY® CAMARO® YENKO™

Try to keep up

The 7-movie Fast & Furious franchise is the most popular series Universal Studios has 
ever produced. In the second Fast & Furious movie, the competition heats up. While it 
doesn’t win in the movie, the Yenko™/SC Camaro® is a real winner today. In 1969, Don 
Yenko ordered unique Camaros under the special GM COPO program. 201 Camaros with 
L-72 engines and other performance extras. Kit features detailed 427ci engine and tube 
headers, front and rear spoilers, cowl-induction hood with matching air cleaner, chrome 
parts, and soft black tires.

85-4314 RMXS4314 Total Parts: 107 Skill Level: New 5 Length: 7.4 in (189 mm)
    

1/12 CUSTOM CHOPPER SET
Let’s roll

Find your freedom on the open road. At the intersection of art, individuality, and 
independence you will find the American chopper. Each is a hand-picked, customized 
expression of the owner’s taste. From forks, to tanks, to tires, it’s got to be just right. 
Build your custom chopper with this cool kit! Kit features choice of 2 gas tanks and two 
seats, old school long frame, custom engine accessory choices, custom wheel designs, 
soft black tires.

85-7324 RMXS7324 Total Parts: 74 Skill Level: New 5 Length: 8.75 in (222 mm)
    

1/72 GERMAN PARATROOPERS (WWII)
Conquering Crete

In 1941, airborne operations were still in their infancy. Germany was at the forefront of 
airmobile tactics and decided to use paratroopers in a risky invasion of the strategic island 
of Crete. Over 10,000 German paratroopers were committed to the attack. They faced a 
mixed Commonwealth and Greek force of over 40,000 men. Despite lopsided numbers, 
the Germans were able to secure airfields on Crete and bring in reinforcement—albeit 
at the cost of horrific casualties. Germany would never again undertake a large scale 
airborne strike. Kit features Paratroopers during the Battle of Crete.

02532 RVLS2532 Total Parts: 44 Figures (50 Parts) Skill Level: 4 
    

1/35 ANZAC INFANTRY 1915
Ground down at Gallipoli

With Gallipoli in hand, the British Empire could hold the Dardanelles and guarantee 
an ice-free route to Russia all year round. There was just one small problem. Gallipoli 
belonged to the Ottoman Empire and they weren’t about to give it up. A small patch of 
beach that came to be called ANZAC cove saw some of the fiercest fighting of the war 
when the Australian and New Zealand forces sent there were bottled up on the beach. Kit 
features four figures with lots of equipment and weaponry choices.

02618 RVLS2618 Total Parts: 4 Figures (122 Parts) Skill Level: 4
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1/72 T-34/85
Stalin’s shock weapon

When the T-34 hit the front lines, it made a devastating impact on the German advance 
into Russia. German tanks, heretofore masters of every battlefield, were suddenly under 
gunned and under armored compared to their opponents. As the war drug on, German 
tanks improved and so the Russians designed the T-34/85. This new model T-34 carried 
an enormous 85mm anti-tank gun. With newer and better tanks continuously rolling out of 
Russian factories, the Red Army turned the Wehrmacht around and beat them all the way 
to Berlin. Kit features rotating turret, 85mm gun, and two sets of decals.

03302 RVLS3302 Total Parts: 135 Skill Level: 4 Length: 4.4 in (112 mm)
    

1/72 DHC-6 TWIN OTTER “SWISSTOPO”
Mountains of maps of mountains

The twin-engine DHC-6 “Twin Otter” delivers the power and reliability the Swiss Federal 
Topographical Service (Swisstopo) needs to properly map the many mountainous regions 
of Switzerland. Broad, high-set wings, powerful and reliable turboprop engines, and the 
ability to take off and land virtually anywhere make the Twin Otter perfect for flying in 
and out of hard to reach places the world over. Kit features cockpit with full instrument 
panel, rotating propeller, detailed landing gear, and full decals.

03954 RVLS3954 Total Parts: 85 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.3 in (211 mm)
    Wingspan: 10.7 in (273 mm)

1/72 F4U-4 CORSAIR
Gull-winged glory of WWII

Originally deemed too hazardous for carrier landings, the Corsair was given to the 
Marines… and they loved it. Post war victory figures indicate that the Corsair was 
superior to the Japanese Zero in every way. US Pilots racked up a claimed 12 to 1 kill 
ratio against the Zero and recorded only 189 air to air combat losses for the entire war. 
The F4U-4 variant of the Corsair went on to serve in the Korean War as a fighter bomber, 
shredding convoys and blasting depots. Kit features twin radial engine, detailed cockpit, 
auxiliary tanks, bombs, and full decals.

03955 RVLS3955 Total Parts: 65 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.8 in (148 mm)
    Wingspan: 6.8 in (173 mm)

1/48 SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE MK.II
King and country

An uprated Merlin engine was dropped in an Mk.I Spitfire in 1939. This 1,175 horsepower 
beast allowed the Spitfire to climb and fly faster while carrying heavier loads. Merlin-
engined Mk.IIs went into full-rate production at a shadow factory near Birmingham in 
1939. The advantage these new engines gave, though small, was exactly the kind of edge 
the RAF needed in the bloody days of the Battle of Britain. Kit features detailed cockpit 
and landing gear plus full decals.

03959 RVLS3959 Total Parts: 34 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.4 in (188 mm)
    Wingspan: 8.8 in (225 mm)
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1/100 BELL® UH-1H® GUNSHIP
Devastation in the Delta

Vietnam, March 1962. After seven years of war, Vietnam is still a crisis point. The US 
Army presses an experimental new helicopter, the HU-1, into service for aeromedical 
evacuation. Very quickly, other variants start pouring in. The UH-1H is an up-engined 
model capable of mounting desperately needed firepower. Multiple machine guns, rocket 
launchers, and door guns gave Hueys the ability to engage ground targets and support 
deployed troops. Kit features rotating main rotor, open/closed main doors, and decals for 
the “Hornets” assault squadron in Vietnam.

04983 RVLS4983 Total Parts: 70 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5 in (128 mm)
    

1/72 EC135 AIR-GLACIERS
Lives on the line

EC1435s are some of the most popular twin-engine light helicopters in Europe today. 
Examples of the type are used for personnel transport, aeromedical evacuation, policing, 
and more. In Switzerland, the Air-Glaciers company uses the EC135 for tourist transport 
and, when things get rough, aeromedical evacuation. In either role the EC135 excels 
thanks to its twin engines and superior design. Kit features detailed interior, rotating 
main rotor, and Air-Glaciers decals.

04986 RVLS4986 Total Parts: 75 Skill Level: 4 Length: 5.6 in (143 mm)
    

1/400 SOVIET SUBMARINE TYPHOON CLASS
Cold War leviathan
In the closing decade of the Cold War, Russia’s final super weapon was the massive 
“Akula” Class submarine—NATO code named “Typhoon”. It was and remains the largest 
displacement submarine ever constructed and it carried a most lethal payload. Twenty 
intercontinental ballistic missiles with 10 warheads each were stored in the vessels tubes. 
Additionally, both missiles and torpedoes could be launched from forward tubes. Thanks 
to their nuclear reactors, Typhoons could remain submerged for months if necessary. Kit 
features moveable periscopes and antennas, opening missile bay doors, SS-20 missiles, 
display stand, and decals.

05138 RVLS5138 Total Parts: 30 Skill Level: 3 Length: 16.5 in (418 mm)
    

1/144 GERMAN SUBMARINE TYPE XXIII
Under the sea

Comparatively small and ungainly when set against earlier submarine types, the XXIII 
submarines were nevertheless revolutionary. They were some of the first submarines ever 
designed to operate primarily underwater, a capability they achieved with a massive 67-
cell battery and a snorkel for the diesel engines. Sixty one were completed shortly before 
the end of the war and U-2336 sank the last Allied ships in the European theater of 
operations. Kit features conning tower, display stand, and three sets of decals.

05140 RVLS5140 Total Parts: 23 Skill Level: 4 Length: 9.5 in (242 mm)
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1/24 CITROËN 2CV SAUSSS ENTE
Drive a duck with pluck!

Popularly referred to as the “Ente” or duck, the Citroën 2CV was one of the earliest and 
most revolutionary economy cars of Europe. Designed in 1937, the 2CV was intended to 
add mobility to the farmers of rural France. Unfortunately, WWII devastated the industrial 
capacity of France and delayed the introduction of the type until 1948. The type was 
a model of austerity, designed with absolutely no frills but with great terrain-crossing 
ability and remarkable gas mileage. Kit features positionable windows and roof plus the 
special “Sausss Ente” Speeding Duck livery.

07053 RVLS7053 Total Parts: 139 Skill Level: 4 Length: 6.3 in (160 mm)
    

1/24 PORSCHE® BOXSTER®

Original classic roadster

Porsche makes beautiful cars. They’ve proved it time and again. And with the Porsche 
Boxster, they proved that they could make beautiful, modern roadsters with truly intense 
performance. A boxer style, flat six-cylinder engine lent the original 1996 model a top 
speed of over 140 mph and a 0-60 of less than seven seconds and performance has gotten 
even better from there. Kit features one piece body, rotating wheels, metal axles, and 
decals for various countries.

07690 RVLS7690 Total Parts: 37 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.1 in (181 mm)
    

EGGPLANE F-4 & F-15 “ADTW 60TH 
ANNIVERSARY” (COMBO)
Ready for your roost

Two eggs with a side of awesome. Break out the egg timer, these birds assemble fast. 
Their designs are poached from the F-4 and the F-15, two grade A planes that have served 
the JASDF practically since it hatched. F-4s have been scrambling since 1958 and they’re 
still a highly effective ground attack aircraft. The F-15, comparatively, is a spring chicken. 
It’s a light and fast air superiority that has been crated and exported to many countries. 
Kit features two eggplane-version kits with full decals.

60512 (Limited Edition) HSGS0512 Total Parts: 25 + 21 Skill Level: 3 
  Length: (F-4) 3.5 in (90 mm); (F-15) 3.7 in (95 mm)

1/72 Mi 24 HIND “UNITED NATIONS”
Ukraine’s donation for the United Nations

The Mi-24 Hind was the first and only assault helicopter. It was designed to be both 
a devastating gunship and a capable troop transport. It was also a remarkably agile 
aircraft—capable of executing flips, rolls, and other maneuvers that it was never 
designed for. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, many materials of war were left in 
the former USSR member states. These Ukrainian Air Force Hinds are in service to the 
United Nations. Kit features new chafe flare dispenser parts and two sets of decals.

02192 (Limited Edition) HSGS2192 Total Parts: 147 Skill Level: 3 Length: 9.3 in (236 mm)
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1/72 Ta 154 A-1 & Fw 190 A-8 “MISTEL”
Distributing destruction
One of a series of destructive designs, this “Mistel” variant was designed to be used 
against bomber formations. Other variants of the project were designed for use against 
ground targets, but the most prevalent of the Ta 154-based “Mistels” was designed to 
be flown into the midst of tight Allied bomber formations and detonated after the pilot 
bailed out. Hypothetically, this could have destroyed or damaged a significant number of 
bombers thanks to the quantity of explosives used. Fortunately, these aircraft never made 
it into production. Kit features new metal joint, jack stay, and landing gear parts plus 
photo-etched parts and two sets of decals.

02193 (Limited Edition) HSGS2193 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.8 in (173 mm)
    

1/72 EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON
No. 29 Squadron 100th Anniversary

Advanced fighters like the Eurofighter Typhoon would have blown the minds of RAF No. 
29 Squadron’s original pilots. To start things off, the Typhoon was developed by Britain 
and Germany which were at war when No. 29 Squadron was formed. Additionally, the 
Typhoon flies at a maximum of 1,550 mph and has a range of 1,800 miles. Compare that 
to No. 29’s original planes which topped out at 72 mph and had a range of just over 200 
miles, and it’s obvious things have come quite a ways in 100 years. Kit features two 
special 100th Anniversary markings.

02194 (Limited Edition) HSGS2194 Total Parts: 195 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.7 in (221 mm)
    

1/72 SHIN MEIWA PS-1 “31ST SQUADRON”
Saving lives

As a flying boat, the Shin Meiwa PS-1 is perfectly suited for maritime Air Search-Rescue 
missions. Its massive range, long loiter time, and moderately slow flying speed make it 
the perfect platform for searching long stretches of the Pacific. Once a distressed vessel 
is found, the PS-1 has the option of landing on the water and taking survivors on board 
directly. This limited edition kit features decals for two JASDF PS-1 aircraft.

02195 (Limited Edition) HSGS2195 Total Parts: 182 Skill Level: 3 Length: 17.8 in (453 mm)
    

1/72 F-15J EAGLE “304 SQUADRON TSUIKI 2015”
Southern watch

Tsuiki Air Force Base defends Kyushu, the southernmost of Japan’s main islands. The F-15J 
is a Mitsubishi® license-built version of the F-15 Eagle. This high-performance aircraft is 
armed with a Vulcan cannon and ten hardpoints for air-to-air missiles and bombs. A Mach 
2.5 top speed and 65,000ft service ceiling make the F-15 perfect for defending Japanese 
airspace against any encroachment. This limited edition kit features JASDF decals for 
the 304th Squadron based at Tsuiki.

02196 (Limited Edition) HSGS2196 Total Parts: 138 Skill Level: 3 Length: 10.5 in (267 mm)
    Wingspan: 7 in (179 mm)
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NEW RELEASES

1/72 He 51B-1 AND Bf 109 E-3 “CONDOR LEGION” COMBO
Strafing Spain

From 1936 to 1939, violence rocked Spain as varying groups and nations all vied to 
promote their own interests in the Spanish Civil War. One of the most successful of the 
groups propping up the Fascist “Nacionales” was the German Condor Legion. Though 
their He 51 biplanes were outdated, they still provided effective ground attack aircraft. 
Plus, the Bf 109s sent later were some of the most effective aircraft used in the entire 
war. In the lead up to WWII, the Condor Legion’s combat experience was invaluable. Kit 
features two kits and four sets of decals.

02197 (Limited Edition) HSGS2197 (Kit Combo) Total Parts: 31 + 30 Skill Level: 3  
 Length: (He) 4.5 in (114 mm); (Bf) 4.8 in (121mm)

1/24 JAGUAR XJR-8 LM
Designed to dominate

With a V-12, 720hp engine, the Jaguar XJR-8 LM was capable of attaining speeds of over 
200mph. The type raced for only one year-1987, winning at three prestigious races as well 
as earning the “Autosport Racing Car of the Year” award. For its one and only entrance 
into the grueling 24 Hours of Le Mans, three cars were entered. Their performance was 
mixed. Two of the three failed to finish while the third placed fifth overall after gearbox 
troubles knocked it out of second place. Kit features three sets of decals.

20272 HSGS2272 Total Parts: 56 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.8 in (199 mm)
    

1/24 SAUBER MERCEDES® C9 1988
Speed first

At a top clocked speed of 248mph, the C9 is one of the fastest cars ever to compete at the 
24 Hours of Le Mans racing competition. Two cars were entered for the race in 1988, but 
they never got the chance to compete. The very next year, the team returned to Le Mans 
with a third car and swept first, second, and fifth place overall. Kit features decals for 
two 1988 World Sport Prototype Car Championship vehicles.

20273 HSGS2273 Total Parts: 77 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.9 in (200 mm)
    

1/48 “SHIDENKAI NO MAKI” MESSERSCHMITT Bf 109G-6
No contest

Despite first being introduced in 1937, the Messerschmitt Bf 109 stayed competitive 
against Allied aircraft through to the end of WWII. Its multitude of upgrades and variants 
and the quality of the original design ensured that nothing was safe on the air or the 
ground when Bf 109s were around. This specific piece of superlative shredding machinery 
is piloted by “Yune Herrstein”, a character from the popular manga “Shidenkai no Maki”. 
Kit features decals for pilot student Yune Herrstein.

64733 (Limited Edition) HSGS4733 Total Parts: 76 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.4 in (189 mm)
    Wingspan: 8.1 in (207 mm)
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1/48 NAKAJIMA A6M2-N FIGHTER SEAPLANE (RUFE)
452nd Flying Group

Floats enabled the A6M2-N to operate from areas far beyond the range of established 
air strips and carrier flotillas. This gave the Japanese air cover capability all the way to 
the Aleutian Island chain. This advantage came at a price, however. The weight and wind 
resistance of the float caused significant drag on the airframe, diminishing speed, range 
and maneuverability. This limited edition kit features two sets of IJN decals.

07430 (Limited Edition) HSGS7430 Total Parts: 84 Skill Level: 3 Length: 9.8 in (250 mm)
    Wingspan: 8.5 in (217 mm)

1/32 MESSERSCHMITT Bf 109G-6 “JUUTILAINEN” 
WITH PILOT
Finland’s finest fighter pilot
Ilmari Juutilainen is the highest-scoring non-German pilot of all time, with 94 confirmed 
victories. He fought in both the Finnish-Soviet Winter War and World War II and came 
through both without ever having his aircraft struck by enemy fire. The Bf 109 G-6 he flew 
late in the war was one of the finest aircraft of WWII—a German-made powerhouse 
armed with twin 13mm guns, a 20mm cannon, and equipped with a Daimler-Benz engine 
that propelled it to nearly 400mph. Kit features resin figure and two sets of decals.

08242 Limited Edition HSGS8242 Total Parts: 119 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12.2 in (310 mm)
    Wingspan: 11.1 in (283 mm)

1/72 MIG-29A FULCRUM
Soviet Russia’s answer to the F-15

Just before the collapse of the Soviet Union, Mikoyan produced the MiG-29 — a light 
multi-purpose fighter intended to counter the American F-15. Dozens of other countries 
purchased this versatile fighter for their air forces. The aircraft can carry 7,720 lbs (3,500 
kg) of munitions nearly 900 miles (1430 km). Continues upgrades have kept the MiG-29 
on the leading edge of world air forces for forty years. Kit features Polish and Russian 
version decals.

1377 ITAS1377 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 3 Length: 9.4 in (240mm)
    Wingspan: 

1/48 F7F-3 TIGERCAT
Killer carrier cat

A combination of four 20mm cannons and four .50 caliber machine guns gave the Tigercat 
high takedown power and substantial ground attack capability. Unfortunately, it was also 
heavy and difficult to handle on the small flattops of WWII. Its carrier handling problems 
relegated it to land bases and its late arrival meant it only saw combat service in the 
Korean War. Additionally, the obsession with new, jet engine aircraft soon saw Tigercat 
production halted. Kit features decals for six versions.

2756 ITAS2756 Total Parts: 91 Skill Level: 3 Length: 11.3 in (288mm)
    Wingspan: 
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1/24 LAMBORGHINI COUNTACH 25TH ANNIVERSARY
Leave an impression in a Lamborghini

With its iconic mid-motor, cab forward design and gull wing doors, the Countach was 
designed to be a show stopper—and it worked. Practicality wasn’t even in the picture. 
It was a wide, low, surprisingly trapezoidal work of art in tube steel and aluminum with 
a V-12 engine at its heart. From the outset, price was not a considered facet of the 
Countach. Now, 25 years after production was discontinued, the Countach is a classic 
that fetches hundreds of thousands at auction. Kit features full decals and rubber tires.

3684 ITAS3684 Total Parts: 140 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.1 in (180mm)
    

1/24 LAMBORGHINI DIABLO
Turning heads, wherever it treads

An update of the head-turning Countach concept, the Lamborghini Diablo is the car boys 
growing up in the new millennia dreamed of driving. Like the Countach before it, the Diablo 
is a fast-looking wedge of sports car power. The harsher, angular look of the Countach is 
smoothed out and rounded for the Diablo giving it a substantially more mainstream look 
than the evocative and eclectic Countach and Diablo prototype. Kit features full decals 
and rubber tires.

3685 ITAS3685 Total Parts: 94 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.3 in (186mm)
    

1/24 MAGIRUS DEUTZ 360M19 CANVAS TRUCK
Build a German juggernaut

Magirus is a storied trucking company with products stretching back to the 1860s. It’s still 
going strong. Its Deutz-engined trucks are some of the finest rigs ever to ply the autobahn 
and the products they carry keep the European Union running. Get yours and build a piece 
of automotive history. Kit features full decals and rubber tires.

3912 ITAS3912 Total Parts: 280 Skill Level: 3 Length: 14.8 in (375mm)
    

1/56 M10 TANK DESTROYER
Fast firepower for the front

M10 Tank Destroyers were fast, light, and armed with a 76mm gun capable of knocking 
out most light and medium German tanks. Their armor was thin for speed, sloped for 
greater protection and the pentagonal turrets were left open topped to improve visibility. 
This last feature proved to be problematic in close combats. Until late in the war, the 
M10 was the most reliable method around for dealing with hostile Panzers. Kit features 
American and British crew figures and three sets of decals.

5758 ITAS5758 Total Parts: 70 Skill Level: 3 Length: 4.4 in (113mm)
    

NEW RELEASES
®
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1/72 RUSSIAN ZiS-3 GUN AND CREW
Secret savior of the Soviet Union

Soviet leaders, believing false reports of German armor’s impregnability ordered 
production of all light and medium anti-tank guns to stop. The designer of the ZiS-3 
ignored the order—a dangerous gamble in Soviet Russia! However, it paid off. When 
German tanks arrived their vaunted armor was nowhere near as impenetrable as thought 
and the highly effective 76mm ZiS-3 was put into production in vast numbers. On the field 
it helped grind down the German advance and turn it back. Kit features anti-tank gun 
and crew figures.

6097 ITAS6097 Total Parts: 30 Skill Level: 1 
    

1/72 GULF WAR ANNIVERSARY BOX DIORAMA SET
Swift, decisive, successful.

Despite being armed with many state-of-the-art Russian vehicles like the T-62 and Mil-Mi 
24 Hind, the Iraqi Army was in no way prepared for the Gulf War. Coalition air elements 
hammered targets within Iraq and Kuwait for five weeks, softening up the defense. 
Then the big guns went in—Abrams tanks, Apache helicopters, and nearly a million 
personnel under arms. The next 100 hours were a one-sided Coalition victory of dramatic 
proportions. Kit features a T-62, a MiL-Mi-24, M1A1 Abrams, and an AH-1W.

6117 ITAS6117 Total Parts: 130 (T-62), 94 (M1A1), 72 (Hind), 131 (AH-1W) 
 Skill Level: 3  

1/35 LAV-25 GULF WAR ANNIVERSARY
Standout scout

With a resilient armor package and the same, quick-firing 25mm chain gun used on the M2 
Bradley, the LAV-25 is a force to be reckoned with on the battlefield. Its 8x8 suspension 
makes it highly mobile and 62mph top speed allows it to outpace a majority of armored 
fighting vehicles. From Panama to Iraq for the Gulf War, to Afghanistan, and back to Iraq 
for round 2, the LAV-25 has been with US troops all the way. Kit features two decal sets 
for US Marine Corps vehicles in the Gulf War.

6539 ITAS6539 Total Parts: 207 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.2 in (182mm)
    

AMT® 1/25 1989 BATMAN™ Batwing
Criminally cool!
In the 1989 version of “BATMAN”, the Batwing was only on screen for a few moments 
but it totally stole the show. No child of the nineties will ever forget Joker’s mournful “My 
balloons. Those are my balloons. He stole my balloons! Why didn’t somebody tell me he 
had one of those... things?” That “thing”, of course, was the Batwing and it foiled Joker’s 
sinister plans for killing Gotham’s citizens. Now you can own the caped crusader’s famed 
flyer in huge 1/25 scale. Kit features BATMAN™ figure, opening canopy, bat symbol base 
and support rod.

AMT948/12 AMTS0948 Total Parts: 65 Skill Level: 2 Length: 10.75 in (273 mm)
    Wingspan: 13 in (330 mm)
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AMT® 1/48 Shell Oil Lockheed Vega
Early to rise
Vega aircraft were some of the most innovative birds of the twenties. They were 
popular, fast, long-distance fliers with monocoque fuselages and high-placed wings. 
They set world speed records from coast to coast, were the aircraft used in the first solo 
transatlantic flight by a woman, and served as the plane of choice for daredevils of all 
sorts. It was also used as a passenger airliner, VIP transport, and observation aircraft. Kit 
features extensive Shell Oil decals and easy assembly.

AMT950/12 AMTS0950 Total Parts: 39 Skill Level: 2 Length: 6.75 in (171 mm)
    Wingspan: 10.3 in (262 mm)

AMT® 1/25 George Barris Surf Woody
Set your sights for surfing!
Surf’s up, dude and the most stylish way to get down to that sweet shore is in the George 
Barris Surf Woody. This masterpiece is, very nearly, a surf board on wheels and it’s built 
by the king of the customizers! Pick up the standard or color version and build any one of 
three ways—Surf Woody, Street Roadster, or Surf Hearse! Kit features chrome-plated 
parts, vintage packaging, expanded decal sheet, and three build versions. Available in 
white (976) or orange molded plastic (977).

AMT976/12 AMTS0976 Total Parts: 169 Skill Level: 2 Length: 6 in (152 mm)
    

AMT® 1/25 1965 Pontiac® Grand Prix™ Grand Slam Aqua
Aqua accelerator!
An extended wheelbase, stylish new bodylines, and a supreme 333hp engine made the 
1965 Pontiac Grand Prix one of the definitive style statements of the decade. The AMT 
version is a real “Grand Slam” with stock and custom build options, tons of detail, and 
superior scale looks! Build yours and bring back the sixties today! Kit features aqua 
molded plastic body, multiple body customizing options, Retro Deluxe™ box, “road test” 
accessory parts, full decals and more. Kit also available molded in white (AMTS0990).

AMT991/12 AMTS0991 Total Parts: 131 Skill Level: 2 Length: 8.5 in (216 mm)
    

AMT® 1/25 Volkswagen® Van Der Beetle Bus
Sweet!
Ready for a super sweet ride? AMT has opened up its vintage tooling vault and brought 
back “Der Beetle Bus”! This quirky-cool kit has been out of print for over forty years, but 
now it’s back with the full Retro Deluxe package. Kit features optional tinted windows, 
bonus cardboard display, expanded decal sheet with Nestle® graphics, and more.

AMT992/12 AMTS0992 Total Parts: 99 Skill Level: 2 Length: 4.5 in (114 mm)
    

AMT® 1/25 American LaFrance Aero Chief Fire Truck
Where’s the fire?
For the worst fires in the tallest buildings, the American LaFrance Aero Chief Fire Truck 
has an extendable boom and basket for lifting firefighters, gear, and hoses to high-level 
fires. American LaFrance had over one hundred years of experience in building fire-
fighting apparatus when it finally shuttered in 2014. The Aero Chief was one of ALF’s most 
distinctive trucks, and now you can own your own! Kit features a 3’ (0.9 m) articulated 
boom, a fuel-injected Detroit Diesel V-8, six Firestone® tires, 13 ground ladders, 100 
chrome-plated parts and decals.

AMT980/12 AMTS0980 Total Parts: 300 Skill Level: 3 Length: (approx.): 20 in (508 mm)
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Bandai Gundam® HGUC Gouf (revive) Mobile  
Suit Gundam
Back to do battle!
A new version of an iconic Gundam antagonist! Bandai Gundam is reviving older 
characters with new modern proportions and superior molding technology like the kusabi 
gate (wedge gate) that reduces nub marks after cutting. HGUC moves forward while 
honoring its past. The Gouf kit features a heat rod that can be freely bent in its right 
forearm, a heat saber with transparent orange plastic, and a machine gun wrist. Runner 
x 10, sticker, instruction manual.
202301 BANS2301 Height: 5 in (127 mm)
    

Bandai Gundam® 1/100 IBO Grimgerde
Mecha mastery at its best
A mysterious mobile suit using the Valkyrie frame, appeared in Gundam Iron Blooded 
Orphans piloted by McGillis Fareed. He uses it to quickly escalate the conflict in the series, 
much to the dismay of his closest companions. Kit features a faithfully reproduced frame 
with easy attachment and removal of outer armor pieces plus rifle, 2 shields, 2 swords, 
runners, and full instructions.

204181 BANS4181 Height: 7 in (178 mm) 
    

Bandai Gundam® 1/100 Efreet Kai Gundam The 
Blue Destiny
Close combat crusher
Made to get in close and mash the opposition, the Efreet Kai is equipped with bulky armor, 
a massive shotgun, a pair of heat swords, a 3-barrel machine gun, a giant bazooka, and a 
host of other, equally lethal weaponry. All-in-all, it’s one of the most massive bundles of 
hurt this side of the greatest Gundams out there. Pick up yours and bash the opposition 
to bits!

204882 BANS4882 Height: 6.7 in (170 mm) 

Bandai Gundam® MG Freedom Gundam (v2.0)  
Gundam Seed
Freedom through firepower
An updated version of the Freedom Gundam from “Gundam Seed” that features stylized 
detail and proportions influenced by the MG RM Agile Strike Gundam. All weapons 
have been carefully recreated including beam rifle, beam sabers that can combine, rail 
cannons, and plasma cannons. Sliding armor panels in thighs and forearms and flip open 
hatches in wings allow for a wide variety of dynamic display options. Kit features display 
stand, stickers, runners, and full instructions.
204883 BANS4883 Height: 7 in (178 mm)
    

Bandai Gundam® 1/100 Gundam Kimaris  
Iron-Blooded Orphans
Warrior, knight, weapon

A warrior knight themed Gundam from the “Calamity War” that shares the same 
mechanical frame as the Gundam Barbatos. Comes with a massive spear-like weapon 
“Gungnir”, slash disks, and folding knife that can also be stored on the back. Legs can 
open up to reveal booster units and model includes other features not found on the HG 
model! Kit features runners, decals, and full instructions.

203224 BANS0224 
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Bandai Gundam® HGTB Full Armor Gundam  
version Thunderbolt
Call the lightning!
Redesigned Full Armor RX-78 Gundam featuring overwhelming firepower and defensive 
capabilities using armaments as featured in the Gundam Thunderbolt Anime. Features 
4 shields on movable arms, double barrel beam rifle, back mounted beam cannon and 
missile launcher, missile pods, beam sabers and propellant tanks. Kit features full 
armament, runners, stickers, and full instructions.

207885 BANS7885 Height: 5 in (127 mm)
    

Bandai Gundam® HGTB Zaku and Big Gun Gundam 
Thunderbolt
Target acquired
From the highly successful Gundam Thunderbolt manga and animation, this zaku from the 
“Living Dead” sniper division is packaged with a massive, long distance beam rifle known 
as “Big Gun” which is capable of sinking battleships in one shot. Big gun includes an 
adjustable tripod for height extension. The Zaku itself includes a machine gun, bazooka, 
heat hawk. Kit features runners, stickers, screws and nuts, and instructions for building 
the zaku and the Big Gun.

207886 BANS7886 Height: 8 in (203 mm)

Dragon Models 1/48 Ho 229 A-1 Flying Wing
Ahead of its time

Nazi Germany was known for a sequence of wildly advanced, radical designs for aircraft 
and weaponry. The Ho 229 was one of the most incredible of all these designs. It was 
a semi-stealthy, incredibly fast flying wing with a long range and the capability to carry 
over 2,000 lbs of bombs. Its design was so ahead of its time that it influenced work on 
the B-2 Spirit decades later. Fortunately for the Allies, the Ho 229 never made it into full 
production.

5505 DMLS5505 
    

Dragon Models 1/700 USS Arizona BB-39 1941
Warrior’s rest
On December sixth, 1941, the world was in turmoil. War raged from the shores of Britain 
to mainland China. In Hawaii, however, a few moments of peace remained for the men 
of the US Pacific Squadron. Then, on December 7th at 8 in the morning, Japanese planes 
roared overhead and bombed the Arizona at anchor. Moments later, the magazines 
detonated and the Arizona went to the bottom with 1,177 of her crew still aboard. Kit 
features new lower hull, retooled bridge and crane parts, 14-inch guns, photo-etched 
parts, Cartograf decals, and display stand.

7053 DMLS7053 
    

Dragon Models 1/72 Sd.Kfz.184 Elefant
Massive machine of the Third Reich
Ninety one of these massive vehicles were made, based on the Porsche prototype chassis 
for the Tiger I and equipped with a casemate-mounted 88mm gun. They were the peak of 
specialized anti-tank weaponry, fully capable of smashing virtually any Allied tank or gun 
in a frontal assault. However, by the time they were ready for the front, Germany was far 
beyond the point at which it could launch sweeping offensives. The last of the Elefants 
fought in Berlin as the Third Reich crumbled. Kit features new tooling and Cartograf 
decals.

7253 DMLS7253 
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EDU-37720    ELEX7720
Elenco™ Aqua Viewer

Elenco™ Aqua Viewer
Peek at the world beneath the waves!

 ❚ If you see a shark, run!

 ❚ Ages 8+Easy-hold 17-inch scope

 ❚ Fun-filled hours of exploration

 ❚ Cool looks

 ❚ Ages 8+

Lindberg Models 1/8 Mad Maestro
Conduct the chaos

Mad Maestro is back from his place in sixties nostalgia and he’s ready to bring the 
madness to a stage (or display case, or desk) near you! This creepy-cool cretin jigs 
and jives as he directs his imaginary orchestra with manic enthusiasm. Kit features 
motorized “dance” action, vintage packaging, extra decals, and more.

HL607/12 LNDS0607 Total Parts: 40 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6 in (152 mm)
    

Moebius® 1/5 1966 Batgirl Resin
Sixties femme fatale
Campy, quirky, and classic, there really is no replacement for the sixties-era Batman 
television series. One of its most indelible and incredible characters was Batgirl, the 
crime-fighting femme fatale that very nearly stole the show from Batman and Robin. 
Kit features a resin-molded statue of Yvonne Craig as the iconic 1966 Batgirl from the 
Batman television series on a cool Batcave rock base.

1012 MOES1012 Total Parts: 13 Skill Level: 3 Length: 16 in (406 mm)
    

Moebius® BSG Original Cylon Raider Prefinished
Humanity is a failed concept

Cylons are the arch antagonists of the Battlestar Galactica series and the Raiders are the 
savage mechanical constructs hunting the fading vestige of humanity to the ends of the 
galaxy. This model is a totally professionally finished version of the Original Cylon Raider 
kit. Ready for display today!

2941 MOES2941 
    

Moebius® BSG Original Galactica Prefinished
Escape extermination

Humanities last hope is a nautical mile long Battlestar traveling through the galaxy with 
the last remnants of human civilization aboard, pursued by a relentless, cybernetic alien 
race bent on our total annihilation. For all of us, that Battlestar is Galactica. For them, it’s 
home. Kit features a prebuilt, factory finished Galactica from the original series.

2942 MOES2942 
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Daron Worldwide® Quiz Factory Game Card Sets
We’ve got questions and answers!

Kid Galaxy® Mega Morphibians Shark
Amphibious RC action anywhere!

Kid Galaxy® Construction Crew
Mega movers for your budding builder!

 ❚ Quiz your friends with fun on the go sets

 ❚ “Who am I” personality quiz

 ❚ “Winners Sport Edition” quiz

 ❚ “Music Star” quiz

 ❚ “Family Trivia”

 ❚ Fully amphibious—runs in or on water!

 ❚ Included 49MHZ controller

 ❚ Super-cool Shark body design

 ❚ Ready for play, just add batteries

 ❚ Ages 5+

 ❚ Ready for play, just add batteries

 ❚ Mega Dump Truck with load tipping action 

 ❚ Mega Excavator with working scoop 

 ❚ Smaller, wired Dump Truck and Excavator 
for the smallest engineers

 ❚ Ages 3+

FFQ001    DWTH0001
Daron Worldwide® Family 
Edition Travel Game

FFQ002    DWTH0002
Daron Worldwide® Pop Star 
Music Edition Travel Game

FFQ003    DWTH0003
Daron Worldwide® Winners 
Sports Edition Travel Game

FFQ004    DWTH0004
Daron Worldwide® Who 
Am I? Edition Travel Game

10199    KGRH0199
Kid Galaxy® Mega 
Morphibians Shark

20238    KGRH0238
Kid Galaxy® Dump Truck

20242    KGRH0242
Kid Galaxy® Mega Excavator

20241    KGRH0241
Kid Galaxy® Mega 
Dump Truck

20239    KGRH0239
Kid Galaxy® Large 
Front Loader
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Kid Galaxy® RC Bumper Cars with Lights & Sound
A bumper crop of fun!

Slinky Scientific Explorer Amusin’ Illusions
Freaky cool fun to figure out!

Slinky Scientific Explorer Geo Smash Mining
Rock on!

Whitman Coin 2017 Coin Red Book
Every collector’s companion!

Slinky Scientific Explorer Disgusting Anatomy Brain 
and Heart
Win hearts and minds!

 ❚ Includes 2 cars with figures and 2 controllers

 ❚ Full function radio controller

 ❚ Driver ejects when side button is hit

 ❚ Car makes sound when button is hit

 ❚ Ages 6+

 ❚ Brain teasing fun

 ❚ Build cool conundrums

 ❚ Enjoy optical illusions

 ❚ Ages 6+

 ❚ Chisel the treasure free

 ❚ Dust your find with the brush

 ❚ Jackpot! You’re the proud owner of a special find!

 ❚ Ages 6+

 ❚ A compendium of coins

 ❚ 70 years of providing collectors with quality 
information

 ❚ Spiral bound for easy opening, easy identification

 ❚ Includes instructions on how to identify and 
preserve your finds!

 ❚ Gooey good fun!

 ❚ Make up your mind with cornstarch and gelatin

 ❚ Wear your heart on your sleeve… or anywhere else!

 ❚ These creepy-cool kits make learning anatomy fun

 ❚ Ages 9+

Requires: 10 AAA batteries

10304    KGRH0304
Kid Galaxy® RC Bumper 
Cars with Lights & Sound

810110-3    SLYX0110
Slinky Scientific 
Explorer Amusin’ 
Illusions

810130-3    SLYX0130
Slinky Scientific 
Explorer Geo Smash 
Mining

OSA232    SLYX0232
Slinky Scientific 
Explorer Disgusting 
Anatomy Brain

OSA233    SLYX0233
Slinky Scientific 
Explorer Disgusting 
Anatomy Heart

794843891    WHCZ1808
Whitman Coin 2017 Coin 
Red Book
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CLASSIC REMINISCENCES 
MEET MODERN DESIGNS
Americana delivers puzzles for the ages!
Step into the past with Historic Documents or into 
a world of whimsy with the Art of Dean Morrissey. 
Explore classic nostalgia with the Baby Boomers 
series and show your support for our Armed Forces 
with the Courage and Honor series. 

See GPDealer.com for a complete 
list of Americana Puzzles

ASVY7178
The Great Kettles Train

ASVY7132
Declaration of 
Independence

ASVY7148
Route 66

ASVY7318
Marines

Create nostalgic memorabilia, explore history, 
and keep your creative side active all without 
ever leaving your home!

Long story short...
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Products for everyone!

Studies indicate that building puzzles can 
improve memory and cognitive function by 
activating both hemispheres of the brain 
simultaneously! Puzzles—good fun and good 
for you!

From the Experts:
Fun for friends, family, display or a rainy day project, Daron 
Worldwide puzzles combine intricate designs with the 
appeal of 3D for a finished product that’s as fun to admire 
as it was to build! 

Long story short...

3D PUZZLES THAT DELIGHT 
AND ASTOUND
A new dimension of puzzle design!
From historic and storied vessels like the Mayflower to modern 
marvels like the V-22 Osprey, there’s a cool 3D puzzle for everyone 
in the Daron Worldwide collection. Fans of familiar landmarks will 
love building the Mini Empire State Building or you can light up your 
world with a whimsical LED 3D Ferris Wheel or Merry Go Round! 

DWTY5127
3D LED Ferris Wheel

See GPDealer.com for a complete list 
of Daron Worldwide Trading Puzzles

DWTY4023
Super Mini Statue 
of Liberty 3D

DWTY4020
USS Enterprise Aircraft 
Carrier 3D Puzzle
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FEATUREDMANUFACTURER FEATUREDMANUFACTURER

Products for everyone!

®

Science, technology, and math are concepts kids tend to struggle with—until you let 
them design an Estes rocket! Estes rockets bring space, astronomy and chemistry 
down to earth and get kids involved in the curriculum in a big way. But the benefits 
don’t stop in the classroom. Rockets are great family activities, ideal for summer 
camps and group activities, and they give kids an outlet for creative expression. 

 ❚ Further Education—Aerospace tech gets kids interested 
in higher learning, college, and technology-related 
careers.

 ❚ Parent support and involvement—Every parent wants to 
see their child succeed. Rockets are a fun way to bring 
parents into education and encourage cooperation. 

 ❚ Participation—There’s nothing like a fun group project to 
bring students/teammates together on a common goal… 
and the payoff is a blast!

Boost learning fun in three key ways:

Resources to get you started
Educators, counselors, and parents rejoice! Estes has a page designed specifically 
for providing lesson plans in Math, Science, Language Arts, and more. These easily 
searchable PDFs allow you to tailor your rocket launch to what you want to teach. 
Check out http://www2.estesrockets.com/cgi-bin/WEDU100P.pgm download a few 
PDFs, get inspired, and tailor these ideas to your class or camp!

www.gpdealer.com    ❘    May 2016

LAUNCH A LIFETIME OF LEARNING!
Estes rockets take fun, family, and education to new heights!
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FEATUREDMANUFACTURER FEATUREDMANUFACTURER

Products for everyone!

OWN THE AIR THIS SUMMER!
Eight Estes air-powered rockets for family fun

Bring learning and fun together in a big 
way with Estes Air rockets. These fun foam 
rockets are perfect for teaching kids about air 
pressure, wind dynamics, and gravity. It’s not 
all learning, though, it’s also fun! The thrill 
and wonder of watching these soar into the 
sky will bring delight to kids and kids at heart.  

®

ESTH1900
T-Bolt
Launch Set

ESTH1923
Sonic Boom 
Launch Set

ESTH1908
Rocket Star 
Launch Set

ESTH1913
Zolt and Volt

ESTH1911
Mini Blaster 
Launch Set

ESTH1924
Whirlwind 
Launch Set

ESTH1916
Whirlwind
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ESTH1915
Blast Jets
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